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REJECTION 

MAY 3, 1976 BOOTH SHEPARD 

To authors, litterateurs, scribblers 
and tinhorns everywhere who lay on boldly in 
literary exercise beyond known sanctuary, these 
lines are dedicated with warm regard. 

Hear the words of the sage of Concord: 

"For no man can write anything, who 
does not think that what he writes 
is for the time the history of the 
world, or do anything well who does 
not esteem his work to be of im
portance. Hy work may be of none, 
but I must not think it of none, or 
I shall not do it with impunity. II 

(Ralph Waldo Emerson - "Nature ") 

Preface 

A nation without leaders, it is said of 
us, we have lost the capacity to develope leader
ship at all levels. We are diminished in will 
and strangely quiet; undesparing and, yet, not 
aroused to action. There is no resolution left 
in us. 

Advance of technology and decl ine of 
moral and spiritual values, lead us to a belittling 
sense of responsibility. We lack dec ision and 
direction. By the momentum of sheer weight we 
drift rudderless, as the stream is carried to the 
river and the river flows into the sea. Neverthe
less, there have been clear calls of alarm. 
More than a hundred years ago Emerson observed, in 
his essay "Self-Reliance ll

: 

"The sinew and heart of man seem to 
be drawn out, and we are become timorous, 
desponding whimperers. We are afraid 
of truth, afraid of fortune, afraid 
of death , and afraid of each other. 
Our age yields no great and perfect 
persons. We want n en and women ho 
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shall renovate life and our social 
state, but we see that most natures 
are insolvent, cannot satisfy their 
own wants, have an ambition out of 
all proportion to their practical 
force, and do lean and beg day and 
night continually. Our housekeeping 
is mendicant, our arts, our occupa
tions, our marriages, our religion, 
we have not chosen, but society has 
chosen for us. We are parlour 
soldiers. We shun the rugged battle 
of fate, where strength is born." 

Who can say with conviction that present 
day decision makers may be relied upon, or trusted, 
to decide wisely? Upon them rests a heavy respon
sibility in the choice of laws and regulations, by 
which we govern ourselves. Yet, their decisions, 
their actions and omissions to act, are a crucial 
judgment in our behalf. 

We live out our days of going and coming 
in pursuit of sustenance and satisfaction, insensible 
to the laws of nature and indifferent to abuse of 
our natural surrounding. 

Recent studies give support to the con
clusion that "More than a million Americans who 
should be able to do so, cannot read or write in 
any language. Other millions cannot perform well 
enough to fill out forms or read highway directions." 
(U.S. News & World Report, Aug. 19, 1974). 

Notwithstanding expenditures of very 
large sums in political campaigns and despite the 
debates and blandishments of candidates and their 
parties, only a minority and declining percentage 
of those eligible to vote in national and local 
elections in the Unites States avail themselves 
of the privilege. 

How, one may ask, shall we expect to 
make any choice for ourselves? 

Let us be mindful of the extent to which 
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we hand over to others c tro of our common destiny 
and of the consequence, ~ re certainly now than in 
the time of the essayist. 

"Whoso would be a ust be a non-
conformist. Ee ~ould gather in-
mortal plans mus~ ~ L be h indered by 
~he.name of go~ess, but must explore 
~ f ~ t be goodness . . 'othing is at 
last sacred but - e . tegrity of your 
own mind. Absole ou to yourself, 
and you shall ha~~ the suffrage of 
the world." (Ra ~aldo Emerson, 
"Self-Reliance") 

The Program is isclosed 

In the beginning it as the work of an 
advertising team whose separate starts were in 
soap, automobiles and women's wear . . amed Adams , 
Pride and Easy, they became known of course, a s 
"APE", "Publicists, popularlists and nonpersons " . 
They were assigned to objectives not inconsistent 
with guidelines adopted by the gove r nment agency. 

APE was employed under contract with 
the "developer," a large real estate syndicate 
selected by the federal administrative agency, 
Health, Aeronautics and Welfare. Known as "HAW ," 
such agency was successor to the former agencies 
which some members of Congress said had run amok, 
that it, Health, Education and elfare, and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
The developer functioned with federal assistance, 
through funds by way of a nn al grants to HAW , 
growing larger in amounts as eels of results 
were realized. An allowable p r o =it for adminis
tering the program was based pan a complex cal
culation including a per capi~a rate for guests 
introduced and placed in flig _, and on factors 
for sales contracts and 10 9 _eases executed. 
No limitation was imposed OL sa:es of lots, acreage 
tracts or entire planets, ec or control ed by 
the developer, and transactions rere appro able 
although the developer might ec oy the per capita 
rate, the sale or lease co~iss: I as broker , 
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and the gain, as principal or owner . 

APE contracted to find recruits, that 
is large numbers of citizens of any state in the 
Un ited States, without respect to race, color or 
creed, who might be induced to inspect the new 
frontiers in outer space . A studied campaign was 
organized by APE using all of the techniques they 
had learned in advertising and marketing. "Soap 
opera as long as it sells Ivory flakes"; "The 
fountain of youth - drive a Dart" and "The bra 
with lift by Foamlite." 

The elaborate invitation from APE's genial 
host, the former TV star Marven Grando, requested 
the recipient to join him at his New Century Club, 
in the EI Sambo, for drinks. The location had 
often been pictured in the Sunday supplements, 
as a building of unusual design and function . 

Thus, the legislative purpose was 
served, as defined by the federal statute, pre
faced "An Act" 

"To provide financial assistance to 
the States and political subdivisions 
thereof for elimination of overcrowding 
of persons and families in urban cen
ters who may not be sustained by an 
adequate supply of food, housing and 
necessary services, and for the re
duction of unemployment and stimula
tion of business activity, and for 
other purposes." 

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, 

Declaration of Policy 

"Section 1. It is hereby declared to 
be the pOlicy of the United States to 
promote the general welfare of the 



Nation by emp: g its funds and 
credit, as pro ~ceC in this Act , 
to assist the e ~a states and 
their politica: -i isions to 
secure the s o~ the present 
and future pop'- - ons thereof, 
to remedy inad~-~ supplies of 
food and necessa=~ se ices, to 
eliminate unsa=e an - ill sani tary 
housing conditiozs, and to alle
viate unemplo~ent, • ich are in
jurious to the hea: , safety and 
morals of the citizens of the 
Nation." 

Such legislation created in the Depart
ment of the Interior a body corporate of perpetual 
duration, to be known as the -nited States Depart
ment of Health, Aeronautics and Welfare , which was 
declared to be an agency of the nited States. 

Newspapers hawked at street corners 
screamed out bold headlines: 

"GOVERNMENT BACKS SECRET SPACE TRAVEL -
HAW PROGRAM n 
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In detailed accounts the press reported 
on the previously undisclosed federal program to 
enable the agency to solicit citizens of the United 
States and of the several states, to inspect and 
settle in outer space. Implied in such reports 
was the intention through certain covert actions 
to avoid adverse public reaction, wh ich might bring 
about demand for congressional review and new 
legislation for purposes of control. It was 
thought to be ulterior, though in the decade other 
governmental agencies were charged with or exposed 
as having secretly engaged i spying on citizens, 
fomenting overthrow of foreig governments, employ
ment of prostitutes, plotting assassination, murder 
and kidnap, intimidation in bussing of school 
children, and crime prevent:on through widespread 
distribution of drugs to the ict" s of drug abuse. 
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The Come On 

(An Ohio couple in their fifties readily 
provided this account of the experience. 
Although the wire frequently expressed 
their joint impression, primarily it is 
the statement of the husband as given 
to the reporter for World Wide.) 

We stirred at dawn of the day of our appoint
ment to attend in the El Sambo at 6 A.M. for a drink 
to meet our host - not exactly what you would imagine 
as the coctail hour. These are new times and rapidly 
changing habits. 

Neither being a dr inker, ·it seemed likely 
we would be asked - "what led you to accept the 
cocktail invitation?" Perhaps we were curious, 
or persuaded by the invitation without obligation. 
We gave no thought either to refusing or to the 
alternative of taking a drink. 

Through an unpretentious doorway at street 
level we entered the El Sambo and were confronted 
by a scantily clad receptionist whose eyes opened 
wide as she said "Good morning" to us and asked 
for our names. Sensuously, she sang into the mike 
"Mr . Grando, Mr . and Mrs. Tee - John and Em, are 
here." The familiar voice of the entertainer re
sponded "Tell them I'm showering; I'll put on a 
robe and come right over." 

From the table near our chairs, we perused 
a pictorial of the building, represented as conical 
in shape. The outline resembled that of an in
verted cone. Grando's office was shown at the 
lower extremity of an auditorium in which seats 
were distributed a'long a continuous walkway winding 
down the inside of the cone toward its apex. 

An abrupt sound, like a cork popping 
from a wine bottle could be heard as a panel 
opened behind us and the engaging host appeared 
in his partly transparent robe. It afforded a 
modest cover to his body , except for the visible 
black strap, in the style of an athletic sup-



porter. "We may seem informal, that is not as 
you would expect us to a.pear,1l he said reassur
ingly. "But the normal C othes wear differs so 
widely among those who 'e see, that we try to 
strike an average which i not seem extreme 
either to those from sub bia or from u rkey 
Creek." "Now, won't yo co:::e in," he said , as 
he motioned to us, "let's do get acquainted." 

Our host conducted u s through an open 
panel which popped into a closed position when 
we were safely inside the furnished room. At 
its center was an upholstered bench, before a 
control panel. After being seated, Grando acti
vated the air lift to a higher level where we 
were delivered into the hands of the waiting 
hostess . "This is Evangeline ho will bring 
your drinks, then show you to y office. What 
would you like?" he said. Each of us asked for 
a tonic, without gin, and a squeeze of lime. 
Eva, as she requested we call her, was dressed 
in a full length brocade extending from the 
neckline to her ankles, but as she turned to 
leave us briefly for the drinks, I noticed her 
garment was divided at the rear, exposing her 
shoulders, spine and the curved lines of her 
pink buttocks. 

We passed a few moments with the 
hostess in strained conversation. "I guess 
you like your job" I said uncertainly, "or you 
wouldn't be here." "Oh, I do enjoy my life -
things get to you here, that never did, just 
never did, in Topeka," she murmured. "My job, 
you might say, is that of ' Hostess', although 
technically it is designated as 'Security
Officer' . It's my responsibility to make our 
guests, such as yourselves feel secure." As 
the low lighting of the auditorium was raised 
Grando could be seen at its center, seated be
fore a large desk, equipped ith but a few aides 
to executive enterprise. 

in 
me 

"My dear friends, he began 510 ly, and 
a confidential tone, "this is a real honor for 
to be your host and a great ri ilege to ask 
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you to relax in your chairs; use your command box 
nearby to signal for all of your wishes, while I 
describe an opportunity that is now to be presented 
to you. You are indeed, special persons. Your 
names were furnished to me by reliable sources 
having responsibility to prepare my guest list 
from a crossection of citizens of these united 
States, including persons with a broad range of 
income . 

"Now, I ask each of you, have you ever 
wished for a new direction in your life? Surely, 
we all have dreamed of an escape from the harsh 
demands of existence - from the necessity to earn 
a living, from the round of eating, sleeping, 
breeding, dying . Why not cut and run - become 
a beachcomber or take a turn around the world? 
Perhaps, most of us don't because we haven't the 
money. 

"Well, my dear friends, (the voice 
dropping to a very low pitch) you are indeed for
tunate in that no considerations of cost shall 
concern you in deciding to act. You need only 
express your interest to me . Without any cost 
or obligation on your part, you may absent your
selves briefly from the mad scramble we call the 
rat race, for ten magnificent days. Ten days 
you will long remember as a turning point to a 
most exciting time in your lives. 

"If you please, use either the high 
speed tube to reach my office, here at the low 
level by pressing the 'down button', or walk 
leisurely by the circular stairway in the 'down 
direction'. Let me give you the space prospectus, 
describing the facilities available for these 
ten wonderful days, as I again greet you and 
thank you for your kindness in calling upon me 
this morning," Grando intoned. 

"HOW soon can we leave - is there a 
schedule?" asked a guest (or perhaps a prompter) • 
"Well, like tomorrow or day after" said Grando, 
obviously pleased with the question's enthusiasm. 



A brochure iss ec e invitation of 
HAW, to visit without cost r obligation of any 
kind at Shang-goo-la, hig on a mounta in top, as 
guests of the developer pre ' -'nary to viewing 
the space sites. "You be ~e sole judge of its 
superbly inviting areas , its =easibility, its 
appealing possibility for 0 and your family," 
advised HAW. Many of t ose a~tending Mr. Grando's 
early cocktail hour, some 0= ho it could be 
seen smoking the legally stepped-up cigarette, 
indicated their interest i~ the 10 day sojourn 
by signing the card and handing it to the 
smiling receptionist. "JUSt leave the arrange
ments to us," the electronic bulletin board 
suggested as we left by the same inconspicuous 
doorway through which we had entered the El 
Sambo. 

Embarkation 
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Eva, Mr. Grando's security officer tele
phoned to see us at our home for a few minutes 
about 7:30 P. M. Shortly before the appointed time 
I arrived from a harrowing trip on the high speed 
highway to be pressed to eat dinner quickly so that 
we might be ready for coffee in our family room. 
Following several hours of spirited exchange, Eva 
successfully concluded her mission and departed 
carrying in her shoulder bag our signed intent 
to accept the space flight which Grando had 
described. 

Driving to the airport two weeks later 
we were anxious. We may have acted hastily in 
signing up without more deliberation; or, perhaps 
were carried away by the prospect of something 
out of the ordinary. For bet~er or worse, we 
were on our way to the mo t-' i a western state, 
to reach 13,000 feet elevat~ ~ limousine, horse
back and, finally, a ski-lif~ 00 reach Shang-goo-la 
(translated as "P lace in ~ a .. d - ), 32 hours 
after departure. The trip ~ac be contrived, 
I believed, to emphasi ze the - :e location . 

None the less, 
schedule and waiting, whi 

apses of 
ur 
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feeling of exhaustion in having been in transit 
for days and nights . Finally, on arrival we approached 
the open end of ' a tunnel-like extension, to be 
greeted by a porter and housekeeper in white uni-
forms with embroidered lettering "HAW." The female 
porter assisted us to the nearby buckboard such 
as those in use in the House and Senate Office 
Buildings, which moved us inward, quickly swallow-
ing up our small figures in a large, towering struc
ture the top of which was lost to sight in the 
mountain mists. 

Within the spacious reception area we 
met an older, motherly type who addressed us as 
"dears." "Dear friends," she said and "Dears, 
you will love it, you will be divinely happy." 
She tagged us with social security numbers as 
we entered a pressure room to be acclimated to 
the accomodation. A few minutes later we waved 
goodbye, thanking her for her kind reception, and 
then placed ourselves in the hands of the waiting 
security officer. 

From the outer-room, we ascended by esca
lator to a landing to reach the air lift. Inside, 
we were instantly transported t 'o the 66th of an 
indicated 99 levels. of course, no view of our 
surroundings was possible, nor have we yet seen 
any other guests or p'ersons 'who might be so identi
fied. A highly mechanical, no-nonsense operation 
is evident. 

The security officer, seeming to be 
languorous and sultry, handed me a punched card 
as we entered the rooms to which we were assigned, 
for providing immediate communication of our 
wishes. She invited us to use it at any time to 
call her for assistance or for our selection from 
a wide range of personal wants. Her plan was to 
join us at brunch and all other meals for a brief
ing of the afternoon and evening orientation sessions. 
It was 4:30 A.M. when she suggested that we rest, 
until the morning gong. 

In the suite there was a living-dining 
area; also~ a large bedroom in bold colors, decorated 



with oil copies of a we _ ped nude male on 
one side of the room, a as~ ra_ scene, and on 
the opposite wall, the f~~ = a female p repared 
for intercourse; a lig c - c corner and parti-
tion, and large bath -i~ - size tub. The 
architects, I thought, =s- had their day in 
the design and furnishin~ superstructure. 
Only the sky was in so e _imitation. Its 
overall cost beggared my ~ tion . 

rrom the televis: - screen 
area a voice interrupted .~ _ f our 
66 - testing - how do you reae s? " 
" loud and clear." The cal e~ is ed 
rest. 

in the living 
friends on 
I ans ered 
us a pleasant 
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The sound of the ~e o'clock gong , a 
tremor or turbulence which 'e ~re unable to recog
nize easily, brought us abrupt y to our senses. 
Not as sounds of spring, or notes of a bird call 
and the fresh scent of the gr ing season, cause 
a man to jump in the morning fro his procrustean 
bed. But, somewhat rested, I repaired to the 
bathroom where I found amus~en~ in contemplating 
an instant disposition of the contents of the 
fully automatic commode. f course, it as dis 
similar in all respects to the out- of-doors facility 
recalled to us years ago by Chic Sales, but the 
basic function common to both had not in any way 
changed. 

A musical note preceded arrival of a 
morning tray through the rnee' anical service with
out personnel. For a moment the ~personal attend
ance to our needs seemed of=ensi e, the spotless 
china and silverware, fre sh range juice and hot 
coffee. A morning newspaper, ap_arently printed 
within the complex and carr: ' -S -ire services, 
was included with the conte = the tray. It's 
masthead is "Portent." Stra-':e ... ..:, its subject 
matter bears little rese=D-- ~ e aily con-
cerns of reporters, feat 
writers and editorialists, 
accustomed to read: on the ~ _a=c,' :s 
difficult to assess any di==e==- ==ee 
was hot but not as the co~_ 
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bodied. 

At exactly 10:40 according to the numeral 
clock on the wall the security officer appeared in 
the entry hall asking that we admit her through 
the translucent door by means of the inside con
trol panel. As she entered, there began a l5 
minute review covering the planned hours ahead. 
She explained floor plans and locations of faci
lities and instructed us in procedures to resolve 
promptly our doubts and confusion, should any 
uncertainty arise. 

I felt controlled, although I could per
ceive no cause for alarm or resistance. Perhaps 
we were being pointed in a direction, then un
knowing prompted to action. 

The equable atmosphere seemed to have 
a smothering effect. There were no constraints 
and no sudden developments; all was deliberate, 
lacking anything to stir emotion or to suggest 
the unexpected. 

Reflecting after the first several days, 
of this new condition, which seemed to separate 
me from my wife of thirty years - I considered 
absently if I might respond differently from others 
to physical forces or chemical processes not 
apparent. 

I walked to a stairway descending from 
level 66 with the intention to explore our nearby 
surroundings. Nowhere is there any stairway as
cending to a higher level. At the level below, 
unnumbered, there are no doors or open spaces of 
any kind - endless corridors lead from the stair
way. Pursuing the downward pattern, I arrived 
strangely enough on level number 89. No further 
opportunity to descend is now visible, only a 
widening area equipped for children's recreation. 
Delaying, I was tempted to use one of the six 
high swings on which one might arc to the painted 
clouds far above. It occurred to me that there 
is no teeter-totter provided; then, that in fact 
the usual merry-go-round of the playfield which 



is operated by t~e ~oyf participation of little 
egs, was also m~ss~ng. -'othing invited a j , t 

e~fort, only competition a=ong the players o~~w 
h~gh on the climbing rope? - how far in th~ jum 
box?; ,chess pieces the s:ze of children rise ab;ve 
the,f~eldi each pits his strengths and skills 
agalnst an opponent, one 5_ ared off against 
another. 
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At a distance, a boy tossed his ball 
in the direction of the ad t ho barely notices 
as it passes near his head, ut he does not turn 
to discover his assailant or reprove the boy by 
any s~ern countenance. _here is arked indifference. 
The a~mless movement of the ~ suggests a pedestrian 
search for a point out of reach. 

I cannot detect the introduction of con
trols in any form into the food or air. Although 
absence of flavor or taste is noticeable , there 
is a faintly sweetened scent which varies somewhat 
from space to space and level to level. 

Becoming thoroughly disoriented in the 
search for a stairway, or the route with hich to 
retrace my steps, I wonder if it is possible that 
doors are closing after my passing . Some method 
may be employed to obscure from sight any means 
for walking up to a higher level. Frustrated and 
suspicious, I am obliged to enter through the glass 
door showing an arrow pointed up and a painted 
sign "Lift" , the tube access. 

It is annoying that a stairway down is 
provided for at least a few levels, but not UPi 
that it is necessary to use the tube for ascending 
even one level. 

Unobserved the passing days and nights 
are recorded by the calendar clock in our rooms. 
We know not at all the outside weather conditions. 
Social exchange is to a great extent limited. We 
are not conscious of the presence of others at 
meals, briefing or entertai~ents . The diffused 
lighting discloses only out ~es of forms. The 
nearest fellow guests are ~i~~es ithout faces, 
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or features - only height and breadth. Faceless 
companions. 

Strangely, without golf, a swim or a 
walk, there is no restless boredom. There is 
no unease 'because of being cl'oseted without an' 
occasional breath of fresh air. Usually early 
risers whose custom it is to prowl about, and 
to investigage, we are content to wait out the 
schedule. ~ime passes unnoticed. 

By tremors and the announcement that 
we shall shortly depart £or outer space we are 
brought up 'sharply. No cameras, flasks, tobacco, 
keys or pocket equipment will be permitted; we 
are to present ourselves dressed in the loose
fitting clothes delivered to us soon after the 
physical examination. 

The quiet was shattered by screams. 
In great dist'ress the woman's voice cried again 
and again, "No,I 'won't go - I won't - I won't." 
"I'm afraid," she said, "I'm afraid of what may 
happen. " Then we heard her moaning, but without 
any sense or £eeling that she was in need of our 
help. 

Descending by tube from 66 level to the 
low level, we meet the security officers, who is 
confident and knowing. We are not kept waiting 
long, or in a line as at an airport ticket counter. 
There is a quiet hush among the undistinguishable 
guests and security officers. 

We 'move through doors and arches, passing 
over and under piping and ducts;, at a distance 
wide bays are occupied by the large electric 
generators whose burden of responsibility is 
~arried with quiet confidence, sounding only an 
~ncessant and drawn-out 'hum. 

'The Return 

A column of human 'figures wound slowly 
and unevenly o~er the narrow catwalk . No reception 
or welcome awalted them. Only an electric sign 



directed "Returnees u -= . ic for examina-
tion. Although subdued' _~rit, they seemed 
defiant , as if to c ha _~_e - surroundings to 
interfere at all with ~~ ard ovement . 

The Couple re 
prior to departing for 

=inal inpression 
o residence . 

We left the c . ort_y after comple-
tion of the examining pr A oving stair-
way upward to a tube a ccess apparent, but 
preferring to walk we o~ -be door ich was 
clearly marked "No Admit 100g corridor 
invited us to forsake the ~raf =ic pattern 
and to make use of our le9s . as not, then , 
a surprise that after some sear ng =or a way up 
we were again thwarted by the Y echanized 
system. Un able to proceed =oot, e returned 
to the tube to be swallowed in i·s vacuum and 
nothingness. 

For complying with ·"e disclosure re
quirement of the Federal Infor= tio ct, HAW fur
nished the couple a copy of its recor ded entry in 
reference to their participati :t was offi -
cially attes t e d that their " b erved co duct 
under stress," that is, "duri CJ res':dence and 
in flight" was "not consistent ation 
of objectives of the prograc. - there-
fore , on the face of such reco_ of 
nonconformity . 

Author's Ex 

No reference is 
the foregoing depiction to _=a
or dead, or to any existing = 
or agency. 

. tended, in 
ers s, living 
~egislation 
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